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Thank you Mr. Chairman, 

At the outset I would like to thank the Chairperson of the Committee 
on Conference, Under- Secretary General for Department of General 
Assembly and Conference Management, as well as the Vice Chair of the 
Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions for 
introducing various reports under this agenda item. 

We align ourselves with the statement by Representative of Bolivia on 
behalf of the Group of 77 and China and we have the following few elements 
to re-emphasize. 

The need to improve the technological advancement on the meeting 
of intergovernmental machineries is very important. While Member States 
are working on reducing paper production to serve money and 
environment, We believe on the need for organization to invest in the digital 
conference facilities including by extending the use of laptop computers and 
e-readers to meetings of intergovernmental as appropriate. 

My delegation has taken note that during the RIO +20 Conference as 
well as this year's meeting on Substantive session of Committee on 
Conferences participants enjoyed the opportunity of this facility. We believe 
that, any deliberation on the "paper smart concept" should go along with 
discussion on improvement of technological support to Member States. My 
delegation would like to emphasize that, any approach in this line should be 
regarded as investment by the organization and not just recurrent 
expenditures. 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

With regard to the impact of the Capital Master Plan, while our 
delegation enjoys the improved facilities here at the United Nations 
headquarters, my delegation would like to emphasize on the need to fix few 
elements highlighted by Member States in past. These issues includes the 
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rectification of power sockets in some conference rooms, improving 
accessibility of conferences including seating for hand capped delegates. My 
delegation would also like to emphasize on the need for organization to 
invest on improving the VTC infrastructure across all duty stations. 

Through you Chairman, my delegation believe the response to our 
questions posed during informal briefing on Capital Master Plan related to 
these matters will be provided during informal deliberations. We also 
believe that the promise by the Assistant Secretary General/Chief 
Information Technology Officer to restore IT Kiosk for this Committee will 
be implemented in a timely manner. 

 

Mr. Chairman, 

Allow me to assure you of my delegation constructive engagement in 
consideration of this important agenda item. 

I thank you, 

----------- 

 


